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SCOPE

An examination of the means whereby States have
sought to acquire dominion over the resources of the bed
of the sea and its subsoil* with particular emphasis on
the inherent difficulties in applying recognized princi-
ples of territorial acquisition, coupled with an analysis
of those provisions of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the
Continental Shelf pertaining to the extension of a
coastal State's 'sovereign rights' over such resources
down to and beyond a depth of 200 meters. The thesis
also examines the problems which have not been resolved
by the 1958 Convention, as well as the practical necessity
of their solution, and suggested solutions are offered.
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THE ACQUISITION OF THE RESOURCES OF
fU BOTTOM OF THE SEA — A NEW FRONTIER

OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

Chapter I. Introduction

*• general Introduction and Premise

The race to apace has undoubtedly captured the

lamination of the world. The vast reaches of outer-

space are yielding up their secrets at an astonishing

rate and the peoples of all nations are turning their

eyes away from earthly anguish to gaze with awe into

the heavens, tor we nave been told that man's destiny

is in the stars. Man's destiny may be in the stars but

it is submitted that his very survival is locked be-

neath the sea. It is the conquest of inner space rather

tnan outer space that will provide mankind with the food,

the fuel and the minerals necessary to free the world of

want and famine. Han taay dreara of visiting other planets

but the wherewithal tc make that journey will most assur-

edly come from the sea. The peaceful and orderly explora

tion and exploitation of outer space is, of course, im-

portant, but the peaceful and orderly exploration and

exploitation of the bottom of the sea is nothing less

than essential.
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The study of the development of the law which

eeexa to provide the community of nations with the ability

to harvest the richas of tha bod of the sea is both fas-

cinating aad challenging. It will be the purpose of this

paper to analyse the development of the lav, as we anew it

today, in order that we may understand its application

and. more Importantly, that we may recognise its i imita-

tions . It ia tha premise of this study that the continued

development of a body of international law under which

tha peaceful and orderly exploration and exploitation of

the bottom of tha aaa can proceed* depends, in great

measure, upon our full comprehension of how aad why the

'doctrine of the continental shelf* evolved • Generally

speaking, 'the doctrine of tha continental shelf refers

to that concept whereby the resources of the seabed and

tha subsoil of tha continental shelf are subject, ipso jure,

to tha exclusive jurisdiction of tha coastal state for pur-

poses of exploration aad exploitation.

»• Tft« <^**h«ftt«l ffftfU P«fihQ4

It is Imperative at the outset to examine just what

la meant by the tens 'continental shelf*. In order to

2.
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avoid any undue confusion in terms, one must recognise

that the geological-geographical definition and the legal

definition are separate and distinct, one from the other.

To the scientist, the continental shelf is the submarine

extention of the continental landmaas from the low water

line into the sea to where there is a marked increase in

slope to the great depth. The outer edge or rim of the

continental shelf may be at a depth of more than 200

fathoms or at less than 65 fathoms, depending upon the

configuration of the shelf itself. Generally speaking,

however, the rim of the shelf, i.e. the point where there

is a marked increase of slope to greater depths, is found

1
at or near the 100 fathom isobath.

The breadth of the continental shelf varies a

great deal more dramatically than does its depth. The

shelf may vary from less than 1 to more than 800 miles

2
in width. In some areas, such as off the coast of Peru

1. Scientific Considerations Relating to the Continental
Shelf, U.N. Doc. No. A/CONF. 13/2 (1957).

2. Mouton, The Continental Shelf 22 (1952) [hereinafter
cited as Mouton)

.

3.
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and Chile, the shelf may be virtually nonexistent. The

total area of the continental and insular shelf has been

estimated at between 10 1/2 and 11 million square miles,

or about 18* of the total dry land area of the world* 3

Of this total area of the continental shelf, approximately

1 million square miles is contiguous to the coasts of the

4
continental United States and Alaska.

The continental slope may be defined as that part

of the submarine extension of the continental and insular

land masses which begins at the outer edge of the shelf

and slopes into the great depths. These sloping sides

of the continental shelf vary considerably in their steep-

ness and no precise degree of declivity can therefore be

established. The term continental terrace refers to the

"zone around the continents, extending from the low-water

line, to the base of the continental slope.

"

3. Franklin, The Law of the Sea* Some Recent Developments ,

53 Naval War College Blue Book Series 14 (1961) [herein-
after cited as Franklin]

.

4. Pratt, Petroleum on Continental Shelves , 31 Bull, of the
American A. of Petroleum Geologists 657-58 (1947) [here-
inafter cited as Pratt]

.

5. U.N. Doc. No. A/COHF. 13/2, Supra Note 1.

4.
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The great irregularity in the configuration of

the shelf prevents the geological definition from attain-

ing any degree of certitude or fixity of dimension. If

the term 'continental shelf is to have any useful neaning

in the law a more precise definition would appear to be

necessary to prevent controversy. It is for this reason

that the legal definition of the shelf has developed some-

what apart from geological reality. It is important that

this distinction be recognized in as much as this diffi-

culty of definition is one of the most persistant problems

in this area of the law.

c * THE IMPORTANCE OF THB COWTINSMTAI, SHBLF

The treasures locked beneath the continental shelf

are practically ines tirostable. Undoubtedly one of the

most valuable resources of the shelf is petroleum. Pratt

suggests that there may be more than 1,000 billion bar-

rels of oil contained in the continental shelf, which

is several hundred times the world's present annual con-

5.
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suaption. Ovpsua, many*****, sulfur, coal, iron,

phosphates, gold, platiaun, tin, tungsten and titanium

are but a few of the «aay minerals and hydrocarbons

capable of being obtained from tha •half . The vast

reeerveir of natural gae which has boon discovered and

which is now being axploited beneath taa bod of taa

north tfea represents but one exaa^le of tho tremendous

wealth of tho continental shelf.

While the sdaaral and petroleua resources of the

shelf illustrate eost strikingly the wealth of the seabed

and it* a subsoil* the rich and varied living reeourcee of

the shelf suet not be underssti»ated. Pearl and chaak

fisheries, and sponge, coral and oyster bode have been

economically exploited for deoadee and, in sows instances*

centuries. The king crab fisherlea in the Bering Sea

a. Pratt 672. Weeks eatinatea that tsnrnx 60 countries
are currently involved in off-shore oil exploration*
*—**» *9*W W-fHofo refrrpieujft Resources , 4* Bull,
of the American A. of Petroleum Geologists 1680, 16S7
(li65)

.

7. Amador, The exploitation and Conservation of the
Resources of the Sea 89 (2nd ed. 19&9) (hereinafter
cited as Anador)

•

a.
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•lone is a roultimillion dollar industry. Moreover, the

potential of the continental shelf to supply food for

the world's ever expanding population has only recently

8
been significantly appreciated.

The value of the resources of the continental

shelf depends, practically speaking, upon the technical

competence of those who wish to exploit them. Pearl and

chank fisheries have long been commercially valuable

because they have long been subject to man's exploitational

competence. Off-shore oil and gas wells, on the other

hand, are relatively new developments and the petroleum

resources of the shelf have therefore been of commercial

value for but a short period of time. As man's ability

to exploit the resources of the shelf began to develop,

the nations of the world quite naturally began to assert

claims over the seabed and it's subsoil and the search

for precedent in international law upon which to base

individual claims began.

3. For a discussion of the sea's potential to supply
the protein needed to feed the population explosion
see Alverson and Schaefers, Ocean Engineering—Its
Application to the Harvest of Living Resources , 1

Ocean Science and Ocean Engineering 158 (1965)

.

7*
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CHAPTER II

The Continental Shelf and Traditional International Law

*• The Res Omnium Communis - Terra Mulllua Dichotomy

with respect to that part of the geological-

geographical continental shelf lying between low water

nark and the outer edge of the territorial sea, custo-

nary international law decreed that sovereignty of the

coastal state over territorial waters applied equally to

I
the bed of the sea thereunder and to the sides above.

The continental shelf, for the purposes of this presen-

tation, will be restricted to that part of the geological

shelf which begins at the outer limit of the territorial

The basic question which confronted the interna-

tional lawyer in his quest to determine the juridical

status of the continental shelf hinged upon whether the

9. 4 Whiteraan, Digest of International Law 7-13 (1965)
[hereinafter cited as tfhiteman]

.

10. The question of the breadth of the territorial sea
is, of course, a continuing problem with many rami-
fications and no attempt will be made herein to

analyze this area of the law.

8.
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shelf was capable of being acquired by anyone. On the

one hand were those who maintained that the shelf was,

like the high seas, xea owniqm communis , that is be-

longing to all States equally, while others considered

the shelf as being terra nullius . The term terra nullius

pertains, in customary international law, to territory

which is capable of being, but which has not yet been,

acquired by any sovereign. The high seas, however, have

long been regarded as being res omnium communis and thus

incapable of being acquired by any State. One school of

thought took the position that traditional international

law dictates that the continental shelf, like the super-

jacent high seas, is incapable of acquisition and that

the two should stand together. Lauterpacht, taking

the opposite approach, maintained thatt

. . . there is no principle of international
law-and certainly no principle of interna-
tional practice-which makes the submarine
areas share automatically the status of
the high seas. Unlike the latter, they
are not res omnium communis .

11. Oda, A Reconsideration of the Continental Shelf Doctrine ,

32 Tul. L. Rev. 21, 33 (1957-1953)* 1 Oidel, LeDroit
International Public de la Mer 213 (1932). See waldock's
analysis of this position in his paper. The Legal Basis
of Claims to the Continental Shelf , 36 Transact. Grot.
Soc'y 117 (1951) (hereinafter cited as waldock]

.

12. Lauterpacht, Sovereignty Over Submarine Areas , 27 Brit. Yb.
Int'l L. 376, 414 (1950) [hereinafter cited as Lauterpacht].

9.
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Hackworth indicates that the subsoil beneath the seabed

*s terra nullius and thus open to acquisition. Hackworth *s

reference to the subsoil of the shelf, in contradistinc-

tion to the seabed , is illustrative of a further refine-

ment of the difference of opinion which existed among

international lawyers in this area. Since the subsoil

is capable of being penetrated by tunnels originating

from the territory of the littoral State without any

necessity of piercing the infinitesimally thin layer ly-

ing above, there exists the possibility of exploiting

the subsoil without interfering with the sanctity of the

13
high seas. For those who were unable to accept Lauter-

pacht's concept of the separability of the seabed and

the superjacent high seas, this distinction was important.

In considering the argument that there are but

two regimes in the community of international law—the

land mass consisting of state territory and terra nullius .

13. 1 Hackworth, Digest of International Law 396 (1940)
[hereinafter cited as Hackworth] . Higgins and Colom-
bo8, while strongly contending that the bed of the
sea is incapable of occupation by any state, accept
this same distinction regarding the subsoil there-
under. See Higgins and Colombos, International Law
of the Sea 55 (2nd ed. 1951).

10.
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and the high seas—it is necessary to remember that

international law has long been reluctant to admit of

any encroachment on tne concept of the freedom of the

seas. The erection of installations upon the seabed

would tend, to some extent , to hazard navigation , and

projection of such installations above water would cause

'islands of sovereignty' to pockmark the face of the

hitherto open sea. These notions are naturally repug-

nant to the view that the high seas are the common pro-

perty of all nations and thus are not subject to the

exclusive control of any one State.

If the continental shelf is regarded as being omnium

communis , it follows that the exploitation of the shelf must

be intrusted to the international community for the benefit

14
of all nations. Proposals of this nature are generally

regarded as being impractical for many reasons and have

been consistantly rejected by the practice of states.

14. This position was taken by Mr. Shuhsi Hsu before the
International Law Commission. See 1 Yearbook of the
International Law Commission 215-16 (1950) . Professor
de la Pradelle, Sr., advocated much the same concept
before the French Branch of the International Law
Association in December of 1949. Professor Pradelle *s

views are discussed in Report of the 44th Conference
of the International Law Association 91 (1950)

.

15. See Young, The Legal Status of Submarine Areas Beneath
the High Seas , 45 Am. J. Xnt'l. L. 225 (1951).

11.
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Even prior to the development of off-shore petrol-

eum exploitation, the theory that international law classi-

fied the seabed as res omnium communis , and thus on all

fours with the waters of the high seas, satisfied very

few people. In fact the contrary position has some pre-

cedent dating back; several centuries. Feith made the

following commentary on this aspect of the development

of the continental shelf doctrines

At all times and in many parts of the world
coastal States, have, without incurring any pro-
tests, undertaken the development of seabed and
subsoil resources lying outside territorial waters
whenever this was technically possible.

As soon as technical progress is so far ad-
vanced that, in spite of the depth of the sea, the
sea-bed or its subsoil can usefully be developed,
no-one in practice is prepared to assert that the
mineral or other resources to be obtained from the
sea-bed and its subsoil by such development are
resources belonging to the community of nations,
which no State or individual can or may appropriate.
Such sea-bed and subsoil resources have always found
an owner, in spite of the view of many writers that
the sen -bed and its subsoil are ' res communis ' . And
there is no doubt that international law has sanction*
ed such appropriations, even though it is in conflict
with the idea of 'res communis.' *•*

16. Feith, Report of the Committee on Rights to the Sea-bed
and its Subsoil, Report of the 44th Conference of the
International Law Association 90 (1950)

.

12.
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peith's view is of particular value in that he recog-

nized that States will not accept any 'solution' to the

problem which is not practical of application and which

ignores the political and economic realities of the

world. The practice of states* as Peith suggests* in-

dicates that the doctrine of the freedom of the high

seas demands only that there not be an unreasonable

interference with the high seas by operations conducted

on the continental shelf.

B. The Recognised Modes of Territorial Acquisition

Once we abandon the res communis approach and

accept the idea that the shelf is capable of being acquired

by a state, we are then faced with the problem of deter-

mining how this acquisition can legitimately be accom-

plished. Those who viewed the seabed and its subsoil as

terra nulllus , that is like land territory without a

amster f turned to recognized modes of acquisition of land

territory for the solution to the problem. Generally

speaking, there are five principle modes of acquiring

land territory, namely t cession, subjugation, accretion.

13
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17
prescription and occupation. Cession and subjugation

are inapplicable to our inquiry but accretion, prescrip-

tion and occupation have all, to some extent, been ad-

vanced in support of continental shelf claims.

1. Accretion

Accretion, in general terns, refers to the process

by which new land is created as when islands rise out of

the sea, or by alluvions or delta process. This mode

has been advanced as one possible theory upon which

sovereignty over the shelf can be claimed by the coastal

State. The gist of this position seems to rest upon the

assumption that the shelf is essentially an embankment

formed by the dumping of continental detritus upon the

continental slopes, similar to the delta process at the

1 Q
mouth of a river.

17. 1 Oppenheim, International Law 546 (3th ed. Lauter-
pacht 1955) [hereinafter cited as Oppenheim]

.

13. Id. at 564.

19. Kuenem, The Formation of the Continental Terrace ,

7 Advancement of Science 25 (1950).

14.
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It would appear that this analogy is more of an

academic exercise than a rational examination of the

facts and application of the law. In the first place, the

notion that the shelf is but the accumulated sediments

from the continent, which have been cut out of the land

mass by the action of rivers, waves and wind, is only

20
partially correct. Moreover, to accept the notion

that the continental sediment carries with it the sove-

reignty of the State from whence it came, as it spreads

across the continental shelf, would necessarily com-

plicate rather than simplify the problem.

2. Prescription

The concept that title to the bed of the sea could

be acquired by prescription played an important role in

the history of the development of the continental shelf

doctrine. Title by prescription arises out of a long

continued possession, where no original source of pro-

prietary right can be shown to exist, or where the

20. Augusts, The Continental Shelf 31 (I960) [hereinafter
cited as Augusts]

.

15.
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possession was wrongful but the legitimate owner either

21did not or could not assert his own rights. The basis

for the concept is the preservation of order and stabi-

lity in the international arena. In as much as the

possession contemplated within this concept must be un-

22
interrupted over a long period of time, this mode of

acquisition is of only limited application to the con-

tinental shelf. Tet such incidents as the development

of pearl and chank fisheries in the Gulf of Manaar by the

Portuguese, British and Dutch many years ago was important

in that it resulted in the recognition that exclusive

rights of exploitation of the resources of portions of

the shelf could be acquired, and provided precedent for

the rejection of the res omnium communis doctrine as it

23
applied to the continental shelf.

21. Hall, International Law 125 (8th ed. Higgins 1924).
Whether prescription is an original or a derivative
mode of acquisition is an academic rather than a
practical question and need not concern us here.
See Fenwick, International Law 357 (3rd fid. 1948).

22. Johnson, Acquisitive Prescription in International Law ,

27 Brit. Yb. Int'l L. 332 (1950).

23. Hurst, whose is The Bed of The Sea?, 4 Brit. Yb.
Int'l L. 34, 41 (1923-1924).

16.
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3. Occupation

Occupation is an original mode of acquisition

which involves the intentional appropriation by a state

of territory not already under the sovereignty of any

other state. Modern international lav/ indicates that

effective occupation, in contradistinction to fictitious

occupation, is required, and that possession and adminis-

tration are the two prerequisites to an effective occupa-

25
tion. Unlike the theory of prescriptive acquisition of

territory, occupation does not require a long, continued

possession. The extent of the occupation which will

suffice to establish title depends, in actual practice,

upon the nature of the territory involved, and it would

appear that the more remote and desolate the territory

the less 'occupation' would be deemed necessary to ac-

quire title.

The so called 'hinterland* and 'sphere of in-

fluence' theories were outgrowths of this view and are

24. 1 Uackworth 401.

25. 1 Oppenheim 557.

17.
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illustrative of the uncertainty as to just what manner

of occupation was required before a valid claim would

26
be made out. The continuity of unoccupied territory

with that of occupied territory was once stated to be

a sufficient basis for territorial claims. It was soon

27
recognized that the concept of continuity is more of

a negation of than it is an exception to, the theory

of effective occupation. In The Island of Palroas case,

Max Huber, arbitrator , concluded that: "The title of

contiguity, understood as a basis of territorial scve-

28
reignty, has no foundation in international law."

The Permanent Court of International Justice, however,

29
in adjudicating the Case of Eastern Greenland , gave

26. FenwicJc, International Law 350 (3rd Ed. 1943).

27. The concept of 'continuity' seems to differ from the
concept of 'contiguity* only in that the latter pre-
supposes an intervening body of water between the
existing state territory and that sought to be ac-
quired. For the purposes of this paper the terms
will be considered as synonymous.

28. The Island of Palroas , (United States v. Netherlands),
2 U.N. Rep. Int'l Arb. Awards 329 (1928).

29. case of eastern Greenland, P. C.I.J., Ser. A/B, HO.
53 (1933).

18.
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some credence to the doctrine of continuity, as it

applied to remote arctic areas unclaimed by any other

power, by holding that the colonisation of part of

Greenland served as an effective occupation of the whole.

While the degree of control which is required to

constitute effective occupation will vary, the weight of

authority seems to indicate that continuity, as such, is

insufficient to create title. Therefore, if we analogize

between submarine areas and land territory, it appears

that some form of effective occupation of the continental

shelf would be required to convert it from terra nullius

(if that is what it is) into national territory. v»aldocfc

was one of the foremost proponents of the application of

the doctrine of acquisition by occupation, to the con-

tinental shelf, ifaldock maintained that actual settle-

ment or exploitation is not a sine qua non of effective

occupation and that the degree of occupation necessary

to effect the assumption of jurisdiction over the bed

of the sea is far less than that which would be required

of land territory. Be stated that:

...the proximity—relation between the

coastal State and the adjacent continental

19.
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to add an element of effectiveness to what

might he a paper occupation.

This ia in reality* no more than a rephrasing of the idea

that continuity , although not in and of itself sufficient

to estahlieh a valid claim, is, non-the-less, of consider-

sole importance in determining what shall be regarded as

effective occupation. ..aldock's attempt to reconcile the

modern view of title by occupation with the realities of

submarine area exploitation points out the difficulty in-

herent in applying concepts created to handle land area

problems to the bed of the sea.

Young rejected waldocit's approach to the problem

and argued that it would be improper to apply the concepts

of effective occupation to the acquisition of submarine

areas, tie begins by pointing out the inherent difficulties

in determining just what should constitute effective

occupation below the surface of the sea. Young then makes

a most important point by emphasizing that the application

of the rule of occupation disregards the interests of the

30. Waldock 141.
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adjacent coastal State. As Young so ably puts its

Rights would rest In the occupant, no
matter whence he came or how tenuous his
prior connection with the region. A
principle which permitted such a situa-
tion would rightly seem intolerable to
most coastal States, and especially so
to one unable to proceed immediately
with the development on its own account.
Considerations of security, of trade
and navigation, of pollution and of
customs and revenue, would all militate
against recognition of such a doctrine.

It is important to note that the difference between the

occupation theory proponents, such as waldock, and the

anti-occupation concept theorists, exemplified by Young,

is one of approach rather than of result, fcaldocfc's

concept of a limited reaffirmance of the theory of con-

tinuity is in fact a recognition of the same problems

which confronted Young. ..aldock would modify the doctrine

of effective occupation to fit the peculiar needs of sub-

marine area acquisition by giving increased weight to

claims made by littoral States in determining whether

occupation is effective. Young rejects this dependency

on analogous rules and indicates that a new approach is

necessary when he states that waldock's view:

31. Young, The Legal Statu3 of Submarine Areas Beneath
the High Seas , 45 Am. J. Int'l L. 225, 230 (1951).

21.





...reintroduces into international law the
idea of fictitious occupation as a valid
basis for title. That concept, found by
experience to be a fertile breeder of con-
troversy, has been largely rejected in
modern tines* save perhaps for the polar
areas. The wisdom of readmitting it with
respect to submarine areas is at least
questionable. To insist that occupation
is necessary under a general rule and
then to admit a spurious occupation as
sufficient, is devious reasoning. The
necessity of a fiction strongly suggests
that tue proolem is in che wrong pigeonnols ,

and that claims to submarine areas require
different treatment from claims to laaa
territory. Jj

* (Emphasis added.)

The basic premise resulting from the foregoing

comments is that the problem of the acquisition of control

and jurisdiction over the continental shelf does not lend

itself to solution by the application of international

law principles which were designed and developed in the

context of land acquisition. Therefore, the concept

developed that the continental shelf was neither res

omnium communis nor terra nullius but was in law as it

is in fact, separate and distinct from either dry land

or high seas. A new 'pigeonhole* had to be acquired and

we will now turn our attention to the practice of States

to determine the nature of that pigeonhole.

32. Id. 230.
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CHAFFER III

The Practice of states

A. The Truman Proclamation

It is not surprising that the United states,

with its advanced technical competence, was one of

the first states to be faced with the practical and

pressing necessity for a solution to the problem of

acquisition of jurisdiction and control over the con-

33
tinental shelf. The Truman Proclamation of 1945

must be considered as one of the most significant events

in the development of the continental shelf doctrine.

Basically the Truman Proclamation declared that, (a)

the world wide need for new resources, particularly

petroleum and minerals, required that efforts to dis-

cover and develop such resources be encouraged; (b)

that such resources lie beneath the continental shelf

33. Presidential Proclamation No. 2667, 10 Pad. Reg.
12303 (1945) . The text of the I amation is
appended hereto as Appendix A.

34. while the Truman Proclamation was foreshadowed to
some extent by the United Kingdom-Venezuela Treaty
of 1942 ([1942] Brit. T.S. mo. 10.), which provided
for the division of the seabed of the Gulf of Paria
(between Venezuela and Trinidad) between them, the
Trurne. -nation was the first clear cut state-
ment of principle on the subject to be promulgated
by any State.

23.
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and modern technology was capable of exploiting those

resources; (c) that recognised jurisdiction over these

resources is necessary in the interest of conservation

and efficient utilization; (d) tnat the exercise of

jurisdiction over the resources of the shelf by the

contiguous state is just and reasonable; and (e) that

therefore the United States regards the resources of

the shelf contiguous to the United State s as "appertain-

ing to the United States , and subject to its jurisdiction

and control." The Proclamation further states that the

character of the high seas above the continental shelf

was in no wise affected by the decree.

The Truman Proclamation made no attempt to define

the term 'continental shelf! A press release of the same

date by the State Department, however, indicated that the

35
shelf was delimited by the 100 fathom isobath.

35. "Generally, submerged land which is contiguous to
the continent and which is covered by no more than
100 fathoms (600 feet) of water is considered as
the continental shelf." Press Release, 28 September,
1945, 13 U.S. Dep't State Bull. 434 (1945).

24.
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TIm mmmmnem of the Trwmn FrocIambtion is its

expression of the principle that the littoral utete

has, a* a matter of right, exclusive ootitrol and jaria-

diet ion over the resources of the contiguous continental

•half. It is, therefore, a total rejection of tha coo*

eept of res osmiue communis as it pertains to the con*

ttnantal shalf and it avoids any attempt to found tha

aasartion noon tha terra njoj^ii us,-occupation tneory of

acquisition of territory. It is than, in effect, an inno-

vation to fit now circumstances . feather than invoke

customary international lav as being analogous, tha

proclamation seemed to be more of an expression of what

the lav should be than what the lav vae at that time.

Tha justification for the action taken, aa set forth

in the Proclamation, may be eummed up aa (1) tha shelf

is an axtantion of the land mass of tha contiguous State,

(2) poola of petroleum underlyino territorial waters

frequently also extend beneath the waters of tha high aaas

and O) self protection compels tha coastal state to keep

watch over the activities off its shores.

25
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Franxlin takes the position that it would have

been preferable to lave also invoked racagal—d sources

of international law in support of the Proclamation rather

than to have avoided vhat precedent did exist. It would

seem, however, that the invocation of such sources ^ould

have been not only unnecessary but would have been unwise

as well, since the Proclamation purports to fill a vaccum

in the law rather than to displace existing doctrine. The

Procla.jation constituted a new and fresh approach to an area

of great importance for v-hich the established principles of

international law held no clear solution. As Brier ly once said*

...it is a mistake to thin* that by some in-
genious manipulation of existing legal doc-
trines we can always find a solution for the
problems of a changing international world.
Tnat is not soy for many of these problems
...the only remedy is that States should be
willing to take measures to bring the legal
situation into accord with new needs, and if
States are not reasonable enough to do that,
ve must not expect the existing law to re-
lieve them of the consequence s.

-

36. PranKltn 41.

37. Brieriy, The Law of nations 26* (Sth ed. L9fS)« Holland
put the ^tatter quite succinctly wnen ne wrote i "Thus
experience inexorably forces us to the conclusion that
the outlines of a new rule of international law are
ordained by moral, economic, political, and military
factors, and not by recourse to analogous legal doc-
trine." Holland, Juridicial Status of the Continental
o.telf , 30 Texas L. Rev. SM (1^52) [hereinafter cited
as Holland)

.
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In this sane connection it should be noted that tbi

Truaaa Proclegation spoke of 'control and jurisdiction*

over resource* of the shelf and did net invoice the term

sovereignty, •sovereignty* undoubtly means different

things to different people , end ite inclusion in the

Procianatlon would hove Introduced acre controversy then

ite exclusion ultimately did. Traditionally, sovereignty

has been viewed aa being vertleal in nature, in that it

extends both straight up into the ateoephere and straight

down to the bowels of the earth. If the Proclamation

had asserted * sovereignty* over the shelf, the term would

therefore have been inconsistent with the express proviso

that the supers 3*cent high seas were unaffected. Buret

speaks of the 'sigxag' of sovereignty which would have

39
resulted in that instance. That is to say, the line

deeerking the extent of sovereignty would rlee froe the

center of the earth to the outer ria of the shelf and

then travel laterally along the shelf until territorial

waters were reached, where it would again soar upward.

33. Hurst, The ^Q^ii>en,tal
i
flhoj^, 34 Transaot. ©rot.

Soo*y 153, 164 (1»43).

39. 1£. 164.
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The point to be gleaned from these remarks is that

the term 'sovereignty' has no precise meaning in this

context and it would appear that very little purpose

would have been served by interjecting this debate over

semantics into the Proclamation. Quite likely the term

was excluded in keeping with the decision to avoid any

suggestion of an unreasonable encroachment upon the

freedom of the seas.

B. Post-Truman Proclamation Developments

The Truman Proclamation was followed very shortly

by a flurry of pronouncements from a large number of

States asserting varying rights over the continental

shelf beyond their territorial waters. These assertions

were often similar, but occasionally far more extensive,

t-ian those of the United States as embodied in the

Truman Proclamation. Certain of these States proclaimed

'sovereignty' over the shelf and the high seas above it

as well. Argentina's claim, issued in October of 1946,

declared that the epicontinental sea and the continental

2d.
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shelf were 'subject to the sovereign power of the

nation ,

*

40 and thus purported to assert sovereignty

over all waters lying above the submarine platform,

which extends as much aa 300 miles fro* shore, subject

41
only to the ri^ht of innocent passage. Chile, Bouador

and Peru issued a joint declaration claiming 'exclusive

sovereignty* over the seas ejacent to their coasts to

a minimum distance of 200 nautical miles. The United

States, together with a number of other maritime nations*

took exception to these claims and filed proteate against

42
such action. The Truman Proclamation, on the other

hand, and other similarly limited claims, found virtually

no opposition in the world co immunity. In discussing the

significance of the many and varied instruments asserting

title to submarine areas, Lauterpacht stated

i

40. The complete text of the Argentine Decree may be found
in 41 Am. J. Int*l L. (supp) 11 (1947).

41. See xeiff. The united states and The Treaty Law of the
i, 307-7 (1*59).

42 • tes. 310. The text of the United states' letters of
exception to these declarations can be found in 4
Khlteman 793-601.
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...none of then has drawn upon itself
the protest of any State except in cases
in which the proclamation of rights over
the submarine areas has been used for
asserting exorbitant claims lacking any
foundation in law and alien to the appar-
ent occasion which prompted them. 43

By and large, the practice of states followed the

Truman Proclamation lead and the general acquiescence of

the international community to the assertion of juris-

diction and control over the resources of the shelf by

the coastal State began to be regarded as evidence that

a new rule of international law was in the making.

C. The Formulation of a Mew Rule of Customary International Lav

Oppenheira defines customary international law as

follows

I

Whenever and as soon as a line of inter-
national conduct frequently adopted by
States is considered legally obligatory
or legally right* the rule which may be
abstracted from such conduct is a rule
of customary International Law. 44

43. Lauterpacht 383. An analysis of the post Truman
Proclamation assertions by various nations is con-

tained in Franklin 49-63.

44. 1 Oppenheim 27.
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In determining whether the continental shelf doctrine*

as exemplified by the Truman Proclamation, may be re-

garded as a rule of customary international law, the

absence of protest by the international community is un-

doubtedly a major factor. Of equal importance is the

fact that the assertion of control and jurisdiction

over the shelf adjacent to the coast by the littoral

State does not in the opinion of this writer constitute

a change of international law so much as it provides a

concept to fill a gap in the existing law which had

been silent on the subject. Surely if this new concept

does no violence to existing law the time necessary to

establish the concept as customary need not be so great.

In as much as the Truman Proclamation, and others like

it, were carefully drafted so as to avoid running afoul

of any prohibition of existing law, the time that was

necessary to establish the continental shelf doctrine

45
as a rule of international law was relatively short.

45. Lauterpacht also found considerable significance
is the fact that leading maritime powers, such as
the United States and Great Britain had accepted
the doctrine in determining whether a customary
rule had developed. Lauterpacht 376.

31.
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In 1951 however. Lord Asquith, sitting as

arbitrator in the Abu Dhabi dispute, upon being urged

to consider the continental shelf doctrine as customary

international law, stated

s

...there are in this field so many
ragged ends and unfilled blanks, so
much that is merely tentative and
exploratory, that in no form can the
doctrine claim as yet to have assumed
the hard lineaments or the definitive
status of an established rule of In-
ternational Law. 46

Holland, however, writing in 1952 stated

t

By positive action or by acquiesance
the nations of the world have accorded
to the rule such uniform recognition
as to establish it (the continental
shelf doctrine) as accepted interna-
tional law. 47

By the mid-1950 's there would appear to have been such a

pronounced frequency and uniformity of unilateral declara-

tions, by traditionally law abiding States, embodying the

continental shelf doctrine that, in light of the absence

of protests by other States, the doctrine could be re-

46. Arbitration Between Petroleum Development (Trucial
Coast) LTD and the Skiekh of Abu Dhabi , 1 Int 1 ! and
Comp. L. Q. 247, 256 (1952).

47. Holland 598.

32.
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garded as a rule of customary international law. while

the principle that exclusive rights to the resources of

the shelf vest, ipso jure, in the littoral State was

indeed accepted as the established doctrine, it was not

at all clear as to just how extensive these exclusive

rights were.

Quite obviously the claims asserted by a number

of Latin American States went far beyond the bounds of

the recognized law and of the established practice of

48
the international community. Some claims made no

attempt to define the continental shelf while others

adopted the more-or-less traditional 200 meter delimita-

tion. Of greater significance was the wide divergence

of opinion on the status of the superjacent waters. The

great majority of States vigorously denied that the doc-

trine affected the status of these waters as high seas

while a few States, notably those of Latin America, in-

voked the doctrine to proclaim sovereignty over vast

49
areas of the hitherto open seas.

43. See Note 43 supra.

49. For an explanation and justification of Latin American
practice and policy in this area, see Auguste, The
Continental Shelf (1960).

33.
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At this juncture it would be well to note that

the domestic legislation of a coastal State concerning

the resources of its continental shelf is of no parti-

cular significance to this inquiry, except as it may

be interpreted as being descriptive of the international

assertions of that particular State. In this sense

50
the relevancy of United States legislation is of

collateral, rather than direct, concern to the formula-

tion of a rule of customary international law. Domestic

legislation may be regarded, for the purposes of this

paper, as providing the necessary national regulation

of the jurisdiction and control which the State asserts

over the resources of the shelf in the international

51
arena.

50. Submerged Lands Act, 67 Stat. 29 (1953), 43 U.S.C.
$$ 1301-1303, 1311-1315 (1964); Outer Continental
Shelf Lands Act, 67 Stat. 462 (1953), 43 U.S.C.

$S 1331-1343 (1964).

51. An excellant yet brief discussion of United States
federal legislation and judicial interpretation in
this area may be found in 4 whiteraan 764-7S3.
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CHAPTER IV

The Convention on the Continental Shelf

A. Generally

The need for uniformity regarding the claims of

the various nations to the resources of the continental

shelf was, by the late 1940 's, painfully apparent. The

International Law Commission, charged by the General

Assembly of the United Nations with the task of codifying

and developing international law, undertook the study of

the continental shelf problem and produced a number of

draft articles. The work of the International Law

Commission was ultimately considered by the Geneva

Conference on the Law of the sea which in turn resulted

in the drafting of the 1953 Convention on the Continental

52
Shelf. While the development of the Convention provides

a fascinating study on the process of international law

52. Convention On the Continental Shelf, Sept. 15, 1958,

15 U.S.T. and O.I.A. 471, T.I.A.S. Ho. 5573. [Herein-
after referred to as the 'Convention']* The complete
text of the convention is appended hereto as Appendix
B.

35.
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development, compromise and codification, separate

treatment of the various prior drafts and regional

agreements which were instrumental in the formulation

of the Convention is not essential to the purposes of

53
this paper.

The Convention grants to the coastal State

'exclusive sovereign rights' for the purpose of ex-

54
ploring and exploiting the resources of the shelf;

but explicitly states that it does not effect the legal

55
status of the superjacent waters as high seas. Of

particular interest is the Convention's specific rejec-

tion of the necessity for occupation* either effective

or notional* as a prerequisite to the creation of these

'sovereign rights*. It is noted that the United States*

during the working sessions of the Conference* consistently

53. See in this regard Jessup* The geneva Conference on
the Law of the Sea; A study in International Law-
Making * 52 Am. J. In'tl L. 730 (1958).

54. Convention Article 2 (1) and (2).

55. Convention Article 3.

56. Convention Article 2 (3).

36.
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opposed the use of the tor* 'sovereignty' la order to

avoid even the reisoteat doubt about tho status of the

57
superjacent waters as high soas and virorously supported

ths toxt of Artids 1, which provides i

Tho rights of tho coastal state ovsr tho
continental shelf do not *timet the 109a!
status of tho superjacent voters aa high
seas* or that of the airspace above those
waters.

Xn view of tho inclusion of Article 3 in tho Convention*

the united states was able to accept the torsi 'sovereign

rights' as contained in Article 2.

At this juncture it would bo well to note that tho

Convention was wore of a codification of the law than an

expression of now and untried concepts, since there was

extensive, albeit very recent* state practice* precedence

end doctrine in this area. It has previously boon noted

that there existed* by If58, sufficient State practice

to establish* as matter of customary law* that exclusive

jurisdiction over the resources of the shelf vested in

sa
the coastal state. Therefore* the Convention* through

S7. whlteeen* Con|foronoo on. t^ho frew o^>he Sea.f ^aven^pa,
on the continental Shelf , S3 Am. »J. Xnt'l L. 629 (195«)

.

Stt. see note 47 Supra*

37.
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compromise and caution* expresses the consensus of the

international community. This observation that the

Convention represents a consensus among the international

community is borne out by the fact that the final vote

was 57 States in favor, only 3 opposed, and 8 abstentions.

»• The 200 Meter — Pepth of Exploitability Compromise

While the convention laid to rest, once and for

all, the concepts of res omnium communis and terra nullius .

as they pertain to the continental shelf, and specifically

rejected the notion that the high seas were in any wise

affected by the doctrine, a number of problems were left

unresolved, jporemoat autong these problems is that of the

extent of the submarine area which the Convention purports

to govern. In as much as the greater portion of the re-

mainder of this paper will be dealing with precisely this

issue, it is imperative that the exact language of Article

1 of the Convention be examined in its entirety at this

point. Article 1 provides

i
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for the purpose of these Articles, tho
term 'continental shelf • Is used a« re-
ferring (a) to the seabed and subsoil of
the submarine areas adjacent to tne coast
but outside the area of the territorial
soa» to a depth of 200 Motors or, beyond
that limit, to where tho depth of the
superjacent voters admit• of the exploi-
tation of the natural resources of the
said areas i (to) to the seabed and aub-
soil of similar submarine areas adjacent
to tho coasts of islands.

This definition of the continental shelf represents no

clear victory for any school of thought on the subject.

It is, in fact, a compromise which seeks to satisfy the

proponents of the virtues of uniformity, fixity and

certitude aa well as the advocates of the need for flexi-

bility, we have seen that the geological definition of

the ahelf lacks any degree of precision due to its uneven

if
configuration. Yet the 200 meter isobath delimitation

was regarded aa fairly definitive of most of the shelf

edgs and had been accepted by many nations* Including

the United states, as the best workable standard. More*

over, at the time of the convention it was generally

believed that the likelihood of resources being exploited

S9« see note 1 supra *
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at depths in excess of 200 meters in the foreseeable

future was remote. The 200 meter definition was

accordingly urged by those who advocated that a

specified depth limit would avoid misinterpretation

while a failure to set a fixed standard would lead to

controversy and lend credence to some of the exorbitant

, ,
60

claims already existing.

The 200 meter definition is, of course , arbitrary

and represented a rigidity of concept not acceptable to

those delegates to the conference who advocated that the

standard should be flexible in order to keep abreast of

technical achievements. This school of thought proposed

to define the shelf as extending to those submarine areas

to where the depth of the superjacent waters admitted

of exploitation. Mouton was extremely critical of the

proposals to incorporate the depth of exploitability con-

cept into the definition and stated that the acceptance

60. See Mouton 43. Lauterpacht, for instance, once
stated that

"...an exact limit has the merit of clarity,
which is extremely desirable, since in matters
pertaining to the continental shelf some govern-
ments are inclined in addition to legitimate
assertion of right, to make others." Quoted in
Franklin 27.

40.
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of such a concept would sacrifice "a perfectly clear

and closely discardable limit, marked on all sea-charts

...for a rather vague conception. ..for a reason which

contains a low factor of probability.

"

The definition of the continental shelf, as

Incorporated in the Convention, is, therefore, a com-

promise between the 200 meter rule advocates and the

depth of exploitability proponents. A number of other

definitions were proposed and rejected, including those

based solely on distance in contradistinction to depth,

those which would depend upon the geological character-

istics of the seabed and those which sought to fix the

boundary at the true geological edge of the shelf at

62whatever depth that might be found. Gutteridge, in

discussing the merits of the Convention definition, stated t

61. Kouton 43.

62. See Gutteridge, The 1958 Geneva Convention on the
Continental Shelf , 35 Brit. Yb Int'l L. 102 (1959).
For a concise description of the various proposed
criteria which were rejected by the delegates in
favor of the definition now embodied in Article 1,

see 4 whiteman 841.
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The disadvantage of the definition
finally adopted by the Conference, which
is now to be found in Article 1 of the
1958 Convention, is that the criterion
of exploitability is an uncertain one,
and that it is therefore difficult to
determine at what limit, expressed in
terms of depth of water, the rights of
the coastal state over the continental
shelf ... .will cease.

Miss Gutteridge, a member of the United Kingdom dele-

gation to the Conference, presupposes that the Conven-

tion definition includes limitations other than the

200 meter or exploitability tests. We will return to

this matter again, but at this point the uncertainty

of the depth of exploitability test should be emphasised.

Initially, the question is what is meant by exploitation.

Suppose, for example, that State A, at great cost,

devises a method of extracting relatively valueless

amounts of minerals from the shelf at depths in excess

of 200 meters. Could we then declare that there has

been an exploitation of the resources beyond 200 meters

in depth? Or does the concept of exploitation carry

with it a requirement that it be economical? Suppose

63. Gutteridge. The Regime of the Continental Shelf , 44
Transact. Grot. Soc #y 77, 80-81 (1958).
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63. Outteridge, The Regime of the Continental Shelf , 44
Transact. Grot. Soc^y 77, 80-81 (1958).
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further that State a, through tha ingenuity and technical

competence of ita thousands of skilled scientists , de-

vises a way to exploit the resources of the shelf at

depths in excess of 200 meters. Does State B, a newly

emerged and technically backward nation thousands of

miles distant, suddenly acquire 'sovereign rights' over

the resources of a vast stretch of her shelf which she

may or may not have even been aware existed? Franklin

is of the opinion thatt

Tiiia depth which admits of exploitation
should be interpreted absolutely in terms
of the most advanced technology in the
world, and not relatively in terms of the
particular technology of any one coastal
state. 54

Mouton, too, assumes that the exploitability test is to

65
be interpreted objectively and therefore that our newly

emerged nation. State B, would gain sovereign rights over

the resources of the shelf, which she may have not known

existed, due to state A 'a technical competence. And

finally. Young states

t

64. Franklin 23.

65. Mouton 42.
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...every coastal state would seem en-
titled to assert rights off its shore
out to the maximum depths for exploi-
tation reached anywhere in the world,
regardless of its own capabilities or
of local conditions , other than depth,
which might prevent exploitation ....
It is not difficult to envisage the
confusion and controversy which must
arise in the course of ascertaining,
verifying, and publishing the latest
data on such a maximum depth. 66

This view is not shared by everyone, however. The

Committee on Commerce of the United States Senate,

in their report on the Marine Resources and Engineering

Development Act of 1965, stated:

Thus the Convention conveys both specific
and immediate rights and prospective or
potential rights, the latter to be acquired
only as a result of national effort and
achievement

.

67

66. Young, The Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf t

A First Impression, 52 Am. J. Int'l. L. 733, 735 (1958).

67. S. Rep. No. 523, 89th Cong., 1st Sees. 11 (1965).
(hereinafter cited as S. Rep. So. 523]. The United
States is currently studying the necessity for na-
tional legislation pertaining to the development of
her continental shelf resources. During the course
of the many hearings before the various interested
committees of the House and the Senate, the Conven-
tion on the Continental Shelf is receiving a great
deal of attention. See in this regard vtenk. Congress
Sharpens Ocean Interests , Under Sea Technology, Jan.
1966 p. 36.
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This language clearly illustrates the confusion which

remains in the convention definition* It should be

remembered that one of the basic purposes behind the

rejection of the occupation theory of acquisition, as It

was applied to the shelf, was the necessity to avoid a

scramble for control over the seabed. Yet in 1965 we

find a committee of the United States Senate concluding

that:

The challenge is to develop devices and
equipment that will enable the economic
recovery of these minerals from the ocean
bed, and will do so before some other
nation can claim 'squatters rights' under
the Convention on the Continental Shelf .

68

\jt i mt tm uck s4.)

Obviously any interpretation of the Convention which find s

therein authority for 'squatters rights' being asserted

over portions of the shelf requires a rejection of the

Franklin, Mouton and Young analysis of Article 1.

That Franklin, Mouton and Young are correct in

their view, and the Senate committee in error, is not

only borne out by an analysis of the development of the

68. S. Rep. Ho. 528, 14.
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final Convention draft, but it would seen; to this writer

that there now exists sufficient state practice, irrespec-

tive of the terms of the Convention , to establish conclusively

that rights over the resources of the continental shelf

vest, ipso jure., in the coastal State.

One of the most persistant objections to the

Convention definition of the shelf is that which views

the adoption of the 'depth of exploitability' concept as

the opening of the door to the ultimate abolition of the

70
domain of the high seas. That the sanctity of the high

seas has been diminished to some degree by the Convention

cannot be denied. Yet it does appear that there are

sufficient restrictions and limitations upon the con-

tinental shelf doctrine, both as expressed in the practice

of leading maritime States, and as incorporated in the

language of the Convention itself, to guarantee the

integrity of the high seas from any unreasonable encroachment.

69. As distinguished from the resources of the seabed
beyond the outer rim of the shelf, which, as we
shall soon see, is a most important distinction.

70. See, for instance, Scelle's expressions of concern
on this matter found in 1 Yearbook of the Int'l L.

Commission 135 (1956).
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Looking at the Convention as a whole, it mast be

considered as a rather remarkable document. Undoubtedly,

the doctrine of the continental shelf is now firmly en-

trenched in the law of nations, yet the integrity of the

high seas has been respected, while the inclusion of

the depth of exploitability test into Article 1 has, as

we have seen, created some uncertainty and confusion, the

Convention provides an excellent framework within which

the community of nations can work to develop and exploit

the resources of the continental shelf in an atmosphere

relatively free from disorder and strife.

C. The Impact of Recent Technological Advances on the
Continental Shelf Doctrine

In the eight years since the Convention on the

Continental Shelf was written, the world has witnessed

an astonishing rate of technological achievement. During

the drafting of the Convention the possibility of ex-

ploiting the shelf at a depth in excess of 200 meters was

considered to be extremely remote, at best. By 1965, how-

ever, geologists informed us that petroleum-bearing strata

was being explored and exploited at depths in excess of 230

47.
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Research company, recently wrote that:

In just the laat tan years, maximum depths
have bean increased from 100 to 600 feet.
The current world record is a 632-foot test
well drilled in the Pacific off southern
California in July, 1965. This record,
however, probably will not last long. One
company has ordered equipment for drilling
in 1,100 feet of water in 1966. 71

Mew developments would indicate that scientific explora-

tion of petroleum is currently possible at depths below

72
4,000 meters. It would further appear that the ex-

ploitation of resources at these depths will eventually

73
be accomplished. An excellent illustration of how

rapidly the science of oceanography has progressed is

the remarkable 'Sea lab', project being conducted by the

71. Holmer, Offshore Oil wells Go For Peep water .

Under Sea Technology, Jan. 1966, p. 43.

72. Garrett, Issues in International Law Created by-

Scientific Development of the Ocean Floor , 19 S.W.

L.J. 97 (1965).

73. A noted geologist recently stated that: "The depth
of 3000-5000 meters is now impractical for petroleum
exploitation, but perhaps this will not be true in
the future." Emery, Characteristics of Continental
Shelves and Slopes , 49 Bull, of the American A. of
Petroleum Geologists 1379, 1383 (1965)

.
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United States Navy, in the course of which Commander

Scott carpenter recently spent 30 consecutive days at

about 200 meters below the surface of the sea. 74

Considering these recent developments, it is quite

clear that the resources of the continental shelf, re-

gardless of the depth at which they are located, will

soon be subject to exploitation and, therefore, it should

be recognized that the 200 meter limitation, which was

deemed to be so essential in 1953, will soon no longer

be determinative under the provisions of the Convention.

74. Philadelphia Inquirer, 18 Nov. 1965, p. 5-f, col. 2.
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CHAPTER V

The Bed of The Sea Beyond The Continental Shelf

A. Generally

If we can now regard the modern doctrine of the

continental shelf, as embodied in the Convention, as being

firmly settled in international law, and if the uncertain-

ties of the 'depth of exploitability' test have been or

30011 will be solved by technological advances which will

serve to make all of the shelf susceptable to exploita-

tion, can we now harvest all of the resources of the

ocean floor free from controversy and dispute in the

sure and certain knowledge that international law pre-

sides over the arena? Obviously not. JSven assuming

that the principles enunciated in the Convention are

universally accepted, which, of course, is not the case,

the Convention must be regarded as being but the first

chapter in the story which must ultimately be written

about the exploitation of the bottom of the sea. For

we must now come to grips with the problems which surround

the exploitation of the seabed and its subsoil beyond the

outermost limits of the continental shelf. As the con-

tinental shelf doctrine was fashioned to meet the practical

50.
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problems which arose when science opened the shelf to

exploitation, a new doctrine must now be fashioned to

deal with the exploitation of the ocean floor beyond the

shelf , and as Franklin stated)

. . .while the stakes are high with respect
to exploiting the resources of the contin-
ental shelves of the world... the stakes
will be even higher when science and technology
discover ways of exploiting the deep ocean
basins which are about twelve times the area
of the continental shelves.

B. Deep Ocean Technology

Ten years ago the question of who has control and

jurisdiction of the resources of the ocean floor , beyond

the geological shelf, was more or less academic. The

possibility that these resources would be exploitable in

the foreseeable future was deemed to be so remote that

the question was not even debated, as such, during the

Conference. The matter is no longer solely of interest

to the academically inclined since our present technology

will no longer permit us to avoid coming to grips with

this problem. Probably two of the clearest examples of

75. Franklin 14.
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the extent to which scientists are now probing the secrets

of the deep are the 'Project ftohole' and the 'Aluminaut*

programs. 'Project Mohole' is an operation designed to

explore and sample the crust and the mantle of the earth

by drilling into the ocean floor from a free-floating plat-

form in 16,000 feet of water. The technical fallout from

this extremely sophisticated project will obviously en-

76
hanee the science of petroleum exploitation immensely.

The deep-submergence research submarine 'Aluminaut*,

designed to descent to depths of 15,000 feet, is now

undergoing sea trials. This highly manuverable vessel

is expected to have a range of 80 miles, a speed of 3.8

77
knots and an endurance of about 32 hours. The 'Aluminaut'

will, therefore, have the capacity to explore as much as

76. Rag land, A Dynamic Positioning System for the jyionole

Drilling Platform , 2 Ocean Science and Ocean Engineer-
ing, 1145 (1965).

77. Loughman, Aluminaut Tests and Trials . 2 Ocean Science
and Ocean Engineering 376 (1965)

.
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75* or the ocean fie©*.

So properly understand the full significance

of our teoimical achiavementa, ao*e iaailiarity with

the riches of the «Jeep ocean floor i« essential. Vim

so* apparently act* as m great chemical retort which

separates end concentrates the various elements, washed

down Jay the continental rivers, into extraordinarily

high-grade ore. This ore is found in the fore of nodules

which are deposited on the floor of the sea. Mot only

are these nodules osssad to he exploitable, hut it has

7d. for an enlightening comment on the various major
doop-gubworqsnea system, Including the Trieste
XX bethyscaph which has an unlimited depth capacity,
see tfaiah, fooojffiU *M ft9flft**A<s AfPf^ff of fftP
y*fiA<A* 9Bf^tAMMI« 2 Ocean Science and Ocean
Engineering 3S3 (1965) . In January of 1966 an aerial
collision of 2 United states aircraft resulted in
the lose of an H-bomb in 2, 500 feet of water off
the coast of apain. The bomb was located, and
operations were undertaken for its recovery, by
the doepoubiaorgsnoa vessels •Aluminaut* and *Alvin*«
Mew York Tisoe, 20 Mar. 1*66, p. 1, col. 5.
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been ostitisted that ti«ey exist in sufficient amounts

to supply the world with wany minerals tor tnoueaad*

of year* st the present rate of cotiaumptina. In his

•vw t» *• IU+J 1 *
Jf
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John l*. Mere, President of Ooeen Bmscurces, Inc.* stated

that*

tfhlle it is a wall known fact that tha
aaa can a<*rve aa a source of all amn-
kind'e protein requirements, it i* a
much less known fact that tha aaa can
alao previee tha aartn'a population
with ita total consumption of many
industrially important Mineral coonodi-
ties* vhat im even saore remarkable ia
tha obaarvation that tha aaa can pro-
vida thaaa mineral commodities at a
coat of huwau labor and raaourcaa that
ia a fraction of that required to win
thaaa mmterleia from land sources

Statement of John L„ Mere hafora tha Subcocamittee on
Oceanography of tha Mouse committee on Merchant Marina
and Fisheries, la August 19e5. In thia statement, Mara
further ohaarvad that:

...tha presently available mineral dleposlts
of tha aaa could easily supply the population
of tha earth with ita total consumption of
esaaaaoss , nickel* eolbait, copper , phosphorus,
limestone, salt, magnesium, oromioe, fJourine,
petassiust, boron, sulfur, aluminum and various
other loss ia$x>rtant minerals, aa well aa supply-
in? substantial portions of its coneumption of
iron ore, lead, zinc, titanium, molybdenum,
uranium, sirceniua, and so en.
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Testimony before the L. S. Senate Committee on

Commerce, in 1965, disclosed that the nodules containing

these metals occur at depths between 3,000 and 17,000

feet. Deep-ocean photography reveals that 5 to 10 pounds

of these nodules per square foot lie in many areas of the

30
oceans.

Of particular importance to the United States is

the fact that these minerals include strategic metals

which are now being purchased from foreign sources at

81
an estimated annual cost of over one billion dollars.

The political-military advantages of obtaining strategic

astals from the ocean floor are apparent. By tapping

this source of wealth the United States would not only

reduce her balance of payments deficits by some 1.2

billion dollars annually, but would at the same time free

herself from dependence upon foreign sources for these

metals.

80. S. Rep. No. 528, 13.

31. Mero, Supra Note 79.
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From the foregoing remarks it should now be

perfectly clear that the question of the jurisdiction

and control of deep-ocean floor resources must be re-

solved and it is to this question which we will now

turn our attention.

D. The Continental Shelf Doctrine and The Deep-Ocean Floor

As we have seen, the continental shelf doctrine

sets forth the basic premise that the control and juris-

diction over the resources of the shelf vest, ipso jure,

in the coastal State. This doctrine is based on a number

of factors including the idea that the shelf is, geologic-

ally speaking, but an underwater extension of the coastal

States' landmass. Undoubtedly the realities of national

security played an important role in justifying the

supremacy of the coastal State in this arena. Additionally,

it was noted that the resources of the shelf could be

more economically and comprehensively conserved and de-

veloped by the littoral State because of its proximity.

And, in the final analysis, it was regarded as simply

•just and reasonable* that the coastal State lay claim to

56.
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these resources. It shoald be readily apparent that

these factors do not necessarily apply to deep ocean

floor considerations. The ocean floor beyond the shelf

cannot be considered as a submerged part of the landmass,

the very terra 'coastal State' ha a little, if any, signi-

ficance beyond areas adjacent to the shore, and security

considerations and economic advantages would be of real

significance only in adjacent waters. It la therefore

submitted that the continental chelf doctrine in of

limited application to the solution of the deep ocean

floor problem.

This is not to say that the continental shelf

doctrine is without significance to our inquiry. Clearly,

the concept will be of great import in determining the

status of deep-water areas adjacent to the coast of the

continents. 3ut it would be erroneous to assume that

the Convention on the Continental Shelf is dispositive

of the question. It is conceded that there is language

vithin the Convention which would, at first blush, appear

to convey the idea that its terms were universal in appli-

32. All of these factors were invoked to support the claims
of the Truatan Froclai^ation. See pages 24 and 25 supra.

37.
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cation. This is precisely what was objectionable about

the 'depth of exploitabllity* taat included in Article i

of the Convention. The definition of the continental

•half, aa laid down by the Convention, purports to in-

clude all adjacent submarine areas to where the depth

of the superjacent waters admita of the exploitation of

the resources contained therein. Mow than it could be

argued that the extant of the submarine areas which

fall within the purview of this definition depends solely

upon the state of the art of technological exploitation

af the seabed. While it la submitted that this view ia

erroneous* it wuet be admitted that it is not without

some authority. rranXlin for instance sayst

Under the depth-of-exploitability definition
the mexlaum width of the shelf capable of
exploitation will continue to increase as the
world*a technology for exploiting the sub-
marine areas improves* whether those areas
are what the geologists describe as the
'continental shelf •, or the deeper , mora
steeply Inclined areas known aa the 'con-
tinental slopes. • for coequal ^ta^ea frfftja,

rtttmiiffM wUl tot till II tMfcWalian
"

(Emphasis added.)

33. Franklin 25.
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In interpreting Article 1 of the Convention

however, it is deemed to be essential that we give the

proper weight to the word 'adjacent' as it appears in

the definition of the continental shelf. The submarine

areas which are included within the definition are

those which meet the '200 meter' - 'depth of exploit-

ability" test and which are also 'adjacent ' to the

coast. While it is conceded that the term continental

shelf is not meant to be taken in its strict geological

sense, it would be absurd to maintain that the drafters

of the Convention were not principally concerned with

the geological shelf.

In determining whether the convention includes

submarine areas beyond the outer limit of the shelf, the

84. An Illustration of this fact may be found in the
comments of the French and the Netherlands dele-
gates on the proposed amendment to Article 1 which
sought to substitute distance, vice depth, as the
test. Mouton, the Netherlands delegate, observed
that such a proposal would curtail exploitation of
the continental shelf and Gros, the French delegate,
was unable to accept this amendment because he felt
it was impossible to speak of distance where a

'geological concept' was concerned. U.N. Doc.
A/Conf. 13/38 at 12 (1958).
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intent of the drafters of the Convention is, of course,

what we are seeking to discover. This intent can best

be determined by reference to the proceedings of the

Fourth Committee of the Conference on The Law of the

Sea which was responsible for drafting the Convention on

85
the Continental Shelf. A careful analysis of these

proceedings supports the conclusion that the Convention

does not include the deep-ocean floor within its purview,

with the possible exception of such areas located immed-

iately adjacent to the coast. The debate which preceeded

the adoption of the Article 1 definition was not over

whether or not to limit the application of the doctrine,

but was rather a question of where that delimiting line

was to be drawn. This question of the deep ocean areas

was raised by the delegates of both Canada and Ceylon

but it appears that their query was more or less ignored

by the other members as not being germaine to the problem

of the shelf. Mouton did, however, direct his attention

to this inquiry when he observed that beyond the outer

limits of the submarine areas over which the coastal State

enjoys 'limited sovereignty* under the convention, the

85. See U.N. Doc A/Conf. 13/42 at 31-48 (1958).
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situation was governed solely by the regime of the high

seas, and there was no longer any question of 'exclusive

86
rights' involved.

The Solicitor of the Department of the Interior

of the United States apparently has reached just the

opposite position, however. Schoenberger, in discussing

the seaward limit of the continental shelf for purposes

of interpreting the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act

of 1953 cites a Solicitor of the Department of Interior

Memorandum of 5 May 1961. Schoenberger commented that:

This opinion holds that there is no
objection to the federal leasing of
areas beyond the 100-fathom contour
line and that the Outer Continental
Shelf Lands Act extends to all sub-
merged lands seaward of a coastal
State's off shore boundary and the
waters superjacent thereto over
which the United States asserts
jurisdiction. The import of the
opinion is that the limits of outer
continental shelf leasing under the
Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act
should be considered as technologi-
cal rather than geographical limits
and that the leasing authority under
the Act extends as far seaward as

86. U.N. Doc A/Conf .13/42 at 44 (1958).

37. 67 Stat. 462 (1953), 43 U.S.C. §§ 1331-1343 (1964)
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technological ability can cope with the
water depth. This is in accord with the
convention of the aea adopted at Geneva
...upon which the opinion relies,*9

(Emphasis added.)

Schoenberger further discloses that the opinion involved

the right of the Secretary of the Interior to lease a

tract of the seabed at a depth of 'several hundred

fathoms' of water situated some fifty miles off the

coast of California.

It is submitted that the Department of the In-

terior of the United States has misinterpreted the Con-

vention. This is not to say that the tract sought to be

leased was not within the definition of Article 1. It

may very well be within the definition, but that deter-

mination is not important here. What is significant is

this expression of the view that there is no geological

or geographic limitation to the continental shelf as it

is defined within the Convention. Since the 'sovereign

rights* over the resources of the shelf vest, ipso jure,

88. Schoenberger, Outer Continental Shelf Leasing , Law
of Federal Oil and Gas Leases 303, 305 (1964).
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89
In the coastal State, it would than necessarily follow

under this view that the coastal State has exclusive

rights over the resources of the seabed out to the mid-

point of the oceans. Such a result may be deemed to be

desirable by some, but it is certainly not contemplated

by the Convention nor is it sanctioned by customary inter-

national law.

The interpretation of the Convention by the Com-

mittee on Commerce of the United States Senate , rendered

in July of 1965, is further evidence of the confusion which

pervades this area of our inquiry. This distinguished Senate

Committee concluded that:

The Convention does apply, without qualifica-
tion , to all mineral and nonliving resources
of the Continental Shelf and areas adjacent
and beyond 'where these areas admit of the
exploitation of the said area.' 90 (emphasis
added.)

Contrast these views with those expressed by McDougal and

Burke t

39. Article 2 (2) of the Convention provides in part thatt
The rights referred to... are exclusive in the
sense that if the coastal State does not ex-
plore the continental shelf or exploit its natural
resources, no one may undertake these activities,
or make a claim to the continental shelf, without
the express consent of the coastal State.

90. S. Rep. MO. 528, 11.
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...The Commission acted on the belief
that exclusive control ougnt not to be
limited by an arbitrary depth line
which might be difficult to change, but
that within some degree of proximity to
the coast exclusive control ought to apply
to all exploitation, irrespective of the
depth involved....

At the same time it merits special notice
that the notion of contiguity or proximity
was emphasized by some members as qualify-
ing the range of exclusive coastal control
expressed by the exploitability criterion.
Exploitation was not considered to be with-

in the authority of a particular coastal
State if the area involved could not be
considered within reasonable proximity to
that State. Not only was there no objection
to this qualification by other Commission
members, but the text finally adopted makes
express recognition that the range of ex-
ploitability has a limit insofar a3 it
determines the reach of coastal authority
.... Although the term 'adjacent' indicates
some general limit, the Commission failed
to give greater specificity to the degree
of proximity required. (Emphasis added.)

There would seem to be little doubt but that McDougal and

Burke have correctly interpreted the scope of the defini-

tion set out in Article 1 of the Convention. In consider-

ing the vagueness of that definition they commented further

that:

91. McDougal and Burke, The Public Order of The Oceans,
685-686 (1962) [hereinafter cited as McDougal and
Burke]

.
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At some point, no doubt , it will be necessary
to place a more precise limit on exclusive
coastal control. It is already clear that
contiguity and proximity are prerequisites
to coastal control, but giving further con-
creteness to these general guides might best
await the developments in economic, political,
and social conditions which are at present
only vaguely discernable, but which will be
determinative of the limits best designed
to promote the coastal interests of all.

In summary, it is submitted that the Convention

on the Continental Shelf does not include within its

framework, areas of the seabed which are not either (1)

immediately adjacent to the coastal State or (2) a part

of the geological continental shelf. It is further sub-

mitted that the status of the resources of the seabed

beyond the ambit of the Convention has not been settled

in international law nor is there any significant State

practice in this area from which we may reasonably deduce

the course which the law will ultimately take.

92. McDougal and Burke, 638.
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rue continental shelf Joetin*, es eeoodied within

tn* convention on too Continental Shelf* represent* a new

concept in the international law of acquisition of terri-

torial sovereignty* The concept ie new because the prob*

leas which the doctrine is designed to answer are of

recent origin, i*ess thaa 36 yearn ago there was a great

deal of doubt whether tne resources of the oed of the sea,

beyond the territorial waters of a coastal state, were

capable of being acquired by any state, out the need for

the resources of the shelf* coupled with the developeent

of techniques for exploiting those resources, dietsted

that this restrictive view would have to be eodifled* As

we have seen* the search for an analogous theory of terri-

torial acquisition led to increased confusion and controversy.

Is. 1945 the frusaa ^reclamation was Issued by the United

states and the doctrine of the continental shelf, as we

snow it today* was born. In effect the doctrine provided that

the resources of the continental shelf vest in the coastal
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State. A number of States, responding to the Truman

Proclamation with decrees of their own, went far beyond

the lead of the United States and sought to claim 'sovereign*

rights not only in the shelf but in the sea above the

shelf as well. The Conference On the Law of tne Sea

convened in 1358 and resolved, among other things, to study

these problems of the exploitation of the shelf in order

that workable solutions could be reached. The Convention

on the Continental Shelf which resulted from this study is

in effect a codification of the doctrine of the continental

shelf and provides us with what amounts to a consensus

among the nations of the world as to the status of the

resources of the shelf.

B. Conclusion

We have seen that the Convention achieved a com-

promise between a 'fixed' and a 'flexible' definition of

the shelf. The Convention does not, however, compromise

the basic principle that the integrity of the status of

the high seas is paramount and must not be encroached upon,

at least not in an unreasonable manner.
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There can be little doubt that the Convention is a

truly remarkable document. Seldom have we witnessed such

a prompt and orderly disposition of a new area of interna-

tional concern of such magnitude. While the Convention on

the Continental Shelf provides a workable blueprint for

exploring and exploiting the resources of the continental

shelf, in an atmosphere relatively free from dispute and

controversy, the area of the bed of the sea which falls

within its purview is but the periphery of the vast trea-

sure laden bottom of the oceans. Modern technology is even

now fashioning the keys which will unlock the door to this

treasure house. As was the case with the continental

shelf, the combination of the need for the resources of

the deep ocean floor with the development of the technolo-

gical capability to exploit those resources, will soon

dictate that a new rule of law be fashioned under which

mankind may peacefully enjoy this great bounty.

There are many lessons which have been learned from

the development of the continental shelf doctrine which

will be of considerable benefit to the creation of a

doctrine of the deep ocean floor. Initially, it was learned
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that the exploitation of submarine mineral and petroleum

resources is not incompatable with the integrity of the

high seas, provided that reasonable safeguards are main-

tained. In the estimation of this writer , the greatest

single lesson which can be gleaned from the development

of the law relating to the continental shelf, is that

analogous rules of lav;, although often of great value,

must not be permitted to obscure the necessity for

fashioning new concepts to deal with new regimes . As

Lauterpacht so aptly put it:

Accordingly, while account must be taken
of such law as there is on the subject,
the latter is only one factor in the situa-
tion. The other, equally essential, test
is that of legitimate interests of States,
viewed in the light of reasonableness and
fairness, and of the requirements of the
international community at large. *-*

Just as it was found that analogous rules of acquisition

of land territory were inapplicable to the problems of the

continental shelf, so too will it be found that these

rules are inapplicable to the deep ocean floor. It is

also imperitive that we accept the fact that much of the

93. Lauterpacht 376.
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doctine of the continental shelf does not and cannot apply

to the deep ocean floor. The importance of the proximity

of the coastal State to the continental shelf cannot be

overemphasized. The doctrine of the shelf was, to a

considerable extent, the recognition of the importance

of this basic consideration. Consequently, a rule of law

which was designed to implement the concept of the special

interest which coastal States have over the adjacent shelf,

is of limited application to areas of the bottom of the

sea distant from the shore.

C. Recommendations

It is not within the scope of this paper to presage

the development of the law of the deep ocean floor. The

recommendations of the author setforth hereafter are not

offered as the solution to the problem but are designed

only to provide the reader with a focal point upon which

to direct his critical analysis. With that clearly under-

stood, the following thoughts are submitted. (1) It is

recommended that Article 1 of the Convention on the Con-

tinental Shelf be revised to provide that the 'shelf* be

defined as that part of the seabed which is located within
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a distance of 200 miles of the coastline and beyond that

limit to a maximum depth of 1000 meters. This recommenda-

tion would serve to provide the necessary concreteness

to the presently vague guidelines laid down by the

'depth of exploitability ' criterion, without depriving

any coastal State of its geological shelf nor jeopard-

izing any security considerations of coastal States having

a limited geological shelf. There is, of course, nothing

particularly sacred about 200 miles and 1000 meters, for

they represent purely arbitrary delimitations. Nonetheless

some arbitrary distance—depth criteria is deemed to be

essential and 200 miles—1000 meters appears to be realis-

tic. (2) It is further recommended that a Conference be

convened under the auspicies of the United Nations to

develop a Convention on the Deep Ocean Floor. (3) And

finally it is recommended that this Conference give serious

consideration to placing the resources of the deep-ocean

floor under the exclusive control and jurisdiction of the

94United Nations with a view toward developing a fair and

94. Such a concept is not without some precedent. See,
for example, the resolution of the General Assembly
regarding outer space wherein it is commended to all
that outer space and celestial bodies are for the
benefit of all nations and are not subject to national
appropriation. U.N. General Assembly Resolution 1721
(XVI) of 20 Dec. 1961, U.N. Doc. A/5181.
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equitable system of leasing submarine areas for the

purpose of the exploitation of the resources contained

therein. It is also proposed that consideration be given

to establishing a rent, royalty or fee system for the

leasing of such areas with the proceeds derived therefrom

to be expended at the discretion of the General Assembly

for the betterment of all mankind. And lastly, it is

suggested that the granting of limited but compulsory

jurisdiction to the International Court of Justice for

the resolution of all disputes arising out of the exploita-

tion of the deep ocean floor be a condition precedent to

the participation of any state or other international body

in such a program.

While these recommendations may appear to be

radical or Utopian, depending upon one's point of view,

it is suggested that the alternatives open to us are

rather restricted. Obviously, any system which would

dictate that the resources of the deep ocean floor are

not subject to any exploitation could not be tolerated.

Any system which would depend upon the application of the

•occupation* theory of acquisition would in view of the
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very nature of the floor of the sea, have to be founded

on some other concept than 'effective 1 occupation. If

some degree of exploration and exploitation were to be

the 3ine qua non of 'occupation', then the bottom of the

sea would become the arena of scrambling squatters with

all of the hostility and disputes which are spawned by

such a system. And it is submitted that continuity (or

contiguity if you prefer) has no application beyond a dis-

tance of several hundred miles from shore. In the ab-

sence of proximity, the concept of continuity merges

95
with that of the so called sector theory, and the

application of the sector theory to this arena amounts

to the unlimited extention of the doctrine of the con-

tinental shelf. It is suggested that political reality

95. The so-called sector theory, which has found applica-
tion primarily, if not solely, in polar areas, is a

scheme whereby a baseline is drawn between the two
extreme ends of a State's territory and from whence
straight lines are extended outward until they inter-
sect at a given point such as the north or south geo-
graphic pole, rendering all territory falling within
such a pie-shaped sector the exclusive possession of the
contiguous State. See Bishop, International Law 354-

355 (2nd Ed. 1962)

.
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alone is sufficient to doom this approach. It shouldn't

be too difficult to imagine how tha community of nations

would respond to a proposal which would carve up the

wealth of tne deep ocean floor among the coastal States

in accordance with their geographical circumstance.

when viewed in light of the available alternatives,

the idea of vesting the United nations with * title' to

the deep ocean floor becomes snore plausable, while the

foregoing recommendations may or may not be worthy of

serious consideration, it is submitted that the community

of nations can ill afford to permit confusion and uncer-

tainty to reign much longer over the status of the re-

sources beneath the sea. Mankind has far too much at

stake to allow us to adopt tne 'wait and see' attitude

suggested by McDougal and Burke. Forty-two years ago

n
Sir Cecil Hurst asked, "whose is the Bed of the Sea?"

It is time that we answered that question.

i&. Page 65 Supra .

97. Burst, Whose is the Bed of the Sea?, 4 Brit. Yb,

Int'l L. 34 (1923-24).
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APPENDIX A

United States

Proclamation By the President With Respect to the

Natural Resources of the Subsoil and Sea Bed of the Con-

tinental Shelf.

September 28, 1945

Whereas the Government of the United States of

America, aware of the long range world-wide need for

new resources of petroleum and other minerals, holds

the view that efforts to discover and make available new

supplies of these resources should be encouraged; and

Whereas its competent experts are of the opinion

that such resources underlie many parts of the continental

shelf off the coasts of the United States of America, and

that with modern technological progress their utilization

is already practicable or will become so at an early date;

and

Whereas recognized jurisdiction over these resources

is required in the interest of their conservation and

prudent utilization when and as development is undertaken;

and
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Whereas it is the view of the Government of the

United States that the exercise of jurisdiction over the

natural resources of the subsoil and sea bed of the con-

tinental shelf by the contiguous nation is reasonable

and just, since the effectiveness of measures to etilize

or conserve these resources would be contingent upon

cooperation and protection from the shore, since the

continental shelf may be regarded as an extension of the

land-mass of the coastal nation and thus naturally appur-

tenant to it, since these resources frequently form a

seaward extension of a pool or deposit lying within the

territory, and since self-protection compels the coastal

nation to keep close watch over activities off its shores

which are of the nature necessary for utilization of

these resources;

Now , therefore , I, Harry S. Truman, President of the

United States of America, do hereby proclaim the following

policy of the United States of America with respect to the

natural resources of the subsoil and sea bed of the con-

tinental shelf.
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Having concern for the urgency of conserving

and prudently utilizing its natural resources, the

Government of the United States regards the natural

resources of the subsoil and seabed of the continental

shelf beneath the high seas but contiguous to the

coasts of the United States as appertaining to the United

States, subject to its jurisdiction and control. In

cases where the continental shelf extends to the shores

of another State, or is shared with an adjacent State,

the boundary shall be determined by the United States

and the State concerned in accordance with equitable

principles. The character of the high seas of the

waters above the continental shelf and the right to

their free and unimpeded navigation are in no way thus

affected.

In witness whereof , I have hereunto set my hand

and caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

Done at the City of Washington this twenty-eighth

•1) day of September, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred

and forty -five, and of the Independence of the United States

of America the one hundred and seventieth.

Harry S. Truman
By the President:

Dean Acheson
Acting Secretary of State
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appendix b

convention on the continental shelf

The States Parties to this Convention,

Have agreed as follows

:

Article 1

For the purpose of these articles, the term

•continental shelf is used as referring (a) to the

seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas adjacent to

the coast but outside the area of the territorial sea,

to a depth of 200 metres or, beyond that limit, to

where the depth of the superjacent waters admits of

the exploitation of the natural resources of the said

areas; (b) to the seabed and subsoil of similar sub-

marine areas adjacent to the coasts of islands.

Article 2

1. The coastal State exercises over the continental

shelf sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring it

and exploiting its natural resources.

2. The rights referred to in paragraph 1 of this article

are exclusive in the sense that if the coastal State does
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not explore the continental shelf or exploit its natural

resources, no one may undertake these activities, or

make a claim to the continental shelf, without the

express consent of the coastal States.

3. The rights of the coastal State over the continental

shelf do not depend on occupation, effective or notional,

or on any express proclamation.

4. The natural resources referred to in these articles

consist of the mineral and other non-living resources

of the sea-bed and subsoil together with living organisms

belonging to sedentary species, that is to say, organisms

which, at the harvestable stage, either are immobile on

or under the sea-bed or are unable to move except in

constant physical contact with the sea-bed or the subsoil,

Article 3

The rights of the coastal State over the contin-

ental shelf do not affect the legal status of the super-

jacent waters as high seas, or that of the airspace above

those waters.
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Article 4

Subject to its right to take reasonable measures

for the exploration of the continental shelf and the

exploitation of its natural resources, the coastal state

may not impede the laying or maintenance of submarine

cables or pipe lines on the continental shelf.

Article 5

1. The exploration of the continental shelf and the

exploitation of its natural resources must not result in

any unjustifiable interference with navigation, fishing

or the conservation of the living resources of the sea,

nor result in any interference with fundamental ocean-

ographic or other scientific research carried out with

the intention of open publication.

2. Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 6

of this article, the coastal State is entitled to construct

and maintain or operate on the continental shelf installa-

tions and other devices necessary for its exploration and

the exploitation of its natural resources, and to establish

safety zones around such installations and devices and to
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take in those zones measures necessary for their protection,

3. The safety zones referred to in paragraph 2 of

this article may extend to a distance of 500 metres

around the installations and other devices which have been

erected, measured from each point of their outer edge.

Ships of all nationalities must respect these safety zones.

4. Such installations and devices, though under the

jurisdiction of the coastal State, do not possess the

status of islands. They have no territorial sea of their

own, and their presence does not affect the delimitation

of the territorial sea of the coastal State.

5. Due notice must be given of the construction of

any such installations, and permanent means for giving

warning of their presence must be maintained. Any in-

stallations which are abandoned or disused must be

entirely removed.

6. Neither the installations or devices, nor the

safety zones around them, may be established where inter-

ference may be caused to the use of recognized sea lanes

essential to international navigation.
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7. The coastal State is obliged to undertake, in

the safety zones, all appropriate measures for the pro-

tection of the living resources of the sea from harmful

agents.

3. The consent of the coastal State shall be obtained

in respect of any research concerning the continental

shelf and undertaken there. Nevertheless, the coastal

State shall not normally withhold its consent if the re-

quest is submitted by a qualified institution with a view

to purely scientific research into the physical or biolo-

gical characteristics of the continental shelf, subject

to the proviso that the coastal State shall have the

right, if it so desires, to participate or to be re-

presented in the research, and that in any event the re-

sults shall be published.

Article 6

1. Where the same continental shelf is adjacent to the

territories of two or more States whose coasts are opposite

each other, the boundary of the continental shelf appertain-

ing to such States shall be determined by agreement between
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them. In the absence of agreement, and unless another

boundary line is justified by special circumstances, the

boundary is the median line, every point of which is

equidistant from the nearest points of the baselines

from which the breadth of the territorial sea of each

State is measured.

2. Where the same continental shelf is adjacent to the

territories of two adjacent States, the boundary of the

continental shelf shall be determined by agreement be-

tween them. In the absence of agreement, and unless another

boundary line is justififed by special circumstances, the

boundary shall be determined by application of the principle

of equidistance from the nearest points of the baselines

from which the breadth of the territorial sea of each

State is measured.

3. In delimiting the boundaries of the continental

shelf, any lines which are drawn in accordance with the

principles set out in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article

should be defined with reference to charts and geographical

features as they exist at a particular date, and reference

should be made to fixed permanent identifiable points on

the land.
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Article 7

The provisions of these articles shall not pre-

judice the right of the coastal State to exploit the

subsoil by means of tunnelling irrespective of the depth

of water above the subsoil.

Article 8

This Convention shall, until 31 October 1953, be

open for signature by all States Members of the United

Nations or of any of the specialized agencies, and by any

other State invited by the General Assembly to become a

Party to the Convention.

Article 3

This Convention is subject to ratification. The

instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the

Secretary-General of the United Nations.

Article 10

This Convention shall be open for accession by any

States belonging to any of the categories mentioned in

Article 8. The instruments of accession shall be deposited

with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
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Article 11

1. This Convention shall come into force on the thir-

tieth day following the date of deposit of the twenty-

second instrument of ratification or accession with the

Secretary-General of the United Nations.

2. For each State ratifying or acceding to the Con-

vention after the deposit of the twenty-second instrument

of ratification or accession, the Convention shall enter

into force on the thirtieth day after deposit by such

State of its instruments of ratification or accession.

Article 12

1. At the time of signature, ratification or accession,

any State may make reservations to articles of the Conven-

tion other than to Articles 1 to 3 inclusive.

2

.

Any Contracting State making a reservation in

accordance with the preceding paragraph may at any time

withdraw the reservation by a communication to that effect

addressed to the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

Article 13

1. After the expiration of a period of five years

from the date on which this Convention shall enter into
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force, a request for the revision of this Convention

may be made at any time by any Contracting Party by

means of a notification in writing addressed to the

Secretary-General

.

2. The General Assembly of the United Nations shall

decide upon the steps, if any, to be taken in respect

of such request.

Article 14

The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall

inform all States Members of the United Nations and the

other States referred to in Article 8:

(a) Of signatures to this Convention and of the

deposit of instruments of ratification or

accession, in accordance with Articles 8, 9

and 10.

(b) Of the date on which this Convention will come

into force, in accordance with Article 11.

(c) Of requests for revision in accordance with

Article 13.

(d) Of reservations to this Convention, in accor-

dance with Article 12.
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Article 15

The original of this Convention, of which the

Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish texts

are equally authentic, shall be deposited with the

Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall send

certified copies thereof to all States referred to in

Article a.

In witness whereof the undersigned plenipoten-

tiaries, being duly authorised thereto by their res-

pective Governments, have signed this Convention.

Done at Geneva , this twenty-ninth day of April

one thousand nine hundred and fifty-eight.
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